AP® COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS
2009 SCORING GUIDELINES
Question 3
3 points
One point is earned for a correct description of how colonialism has shaped contemporary politics in
Nigeria.
Acceptable descriptions of colonialism’s influence include any of the following:
• Inhibits national identity formation: colonial rule (direct in the south/indirect in the north) created
regional identities and rearranged boundaries.
• Ethnic and religious division and tensions: indigenous and Christian religions in the south, Islam
in the north; underlying ethnic identities; rearranged boundaries.
• Residual colonial institutional and cultural features: bureaucracy, language, colonial boundaries.
• Dependency: extractive economic relations with the West and former colonial power;
neocolonialism (continued exploitation).
• System of government: Westminster and procedural features of western democracy.
• Ineffective civil society and weak democratic consolidation: authoritarian colonial structure
disrupted consensus-based indigenous political systems; evolution of dominant executives;
corruption (prebendalism).
One point each is earned for two correct descriptions of how colonialism has shaped contemporary
politics in Great Britain.
Acceptable descriptions of colonialism’s influence include any of the following:
• Multiethnic/multiracial society: immigrant presence from former colonies.
• Rise in nationalism: anti-immigrant tendencies and xenophobia.
• More inclusive political institutions and society: immigrant representation in political offices/social
sectors.
• Resurgent nationalism: self-determination movements in colonies fostered a shift in the way that
subnational and national groups sought greater autonomy.
• The British Commonwealth offers a framework for contemporary foreign policy interaction
between Great Britain and its former colonies.
• International influence is partially sustained on wealth from exploitation of natural resources and
trade arrangements with former colonies.
Notes:







The task here is to provide a description and not an identification.
Mere description of countries is not sufficient.
Do not accept use of Iran and Ireland as colonies.
Accept Northern Ireland, Scotland, and Wales only in terms of resurgent subnationalism.
Imperialism is not the same as colonialism and does not earn a point.
Do not accept arguments based on the United States or European Union.

A score of zero (0) is earned for an attempted answer that merits no points.
A score of dash (―) is earned for a blank or off-task answer.
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AP® COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS
2009 SCORING COMMENTARY
Question 3
Overview
The overall intent of this question was for students to describe the impact of colonialism on the colonized
and the colonizer. Students had two specific tasks: (1) to describe one example of how colonialism has
shaped contemporary politics in Nigeria, and (2) to describe two examples of how colonialism has shaped
contemporary politics in Great Britain.
Sample: 3A
Score: 3
The response earned 1 point for a description of how Great Britain’s colonial practice of dividing the
regions of northern and southern Nigeria has worsened cleavages in contemporary politics in the country.
The response earned 1 point for explaining that organization of a Commonwealth of former colonies
provides Great Britain a network of trading partners and ready access to their natural resources.
The response earned 1 point for the statement that “many citizens of former colonies of the United
Kingdom have immigrated” to Great Britain and therefore “increased cultural diversity, affecting
representation in Parliament and also social tensions.”
Sample: 3B
Score: 2
The response earned 1 point for the description of how the diverse ethnic groups unified under colonialism
have become political cleavages that cause the contemporary Nigerian state to remain unstable.
The response earned 1 point for the explanation that contemporary Great Britain remains a major power
due to the continued exploitation of economic opportunities with its former colonies, such as the
exploitation of oil in Nigeria.
The response earned no point for a second description of how colonialism has shaped contemporary
politics in Great Britain.
Sample: 3C
Score: 1
The response earned 1 point for the description of how the boundaries created by the colonizer that put
“[d]ifferent tribes and ethnic groups” together in “a single country” have led to tensions in contemporary
Nigerian politics.
The response did not earn points for a description of the impact of colonialism on Great Britain by
describing decentralization of power, nor for “the desire to remove hereditary peers.”
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